

































































Introduction to graphhomology

homology of a graph complex

what Is a graph complex
Short answer chain complex with a simple
combinatorial description in terms of finite
graphs

Why study them
Short answer Manymathematicalobjects

have some structure that can be
described in terms of graphs so

many problems can be reduced to

questions about a graph complex

Now for some slightly longer answers

Graph homology was introduced byKentsevich in 2 papers
1 Formaldontcommutative symplectic geometry 9993

2 Feynmandiagrams and low dimensionaltopology 49941




































































The idea is verysimple

Graph finite t dimensional CW complex G
Go vertices G edges

a
Want to make a chain complex withone generator

for each graph G up to isomorphism

Ck gemby graphs up htt vertices ofvalence 3

To define D Ck Ck e
Given e e G not a loop 0 G

form Ge bycollapsing e

Want d G E Ge
COD Ge

e e G
straight

Problem in a chaincomplex need DEO

negan.IT dnopfairorsi.enhy graphs
so terms in

Two possibilities




































































can
order theedges of G

An orientation or is an equivalence classof
orderings two are the same if they
differ by an even permutations

Another description or is a unitvector in
thefl dimensional vector space
he Re det IR Gl eco IG't edgesofG

G order to vertices of G and orient the edges
odd

Two orientations are equivalent if they
differ by an even number of edge
flips and transpositions of vertexlabels

ie or is a unit vector in

Det R E
e eg

detIR HKD Hk halfedges
ofe



In either case Ck is generated by pairs
6 or modulo the relation Gor CG or

Observations

even a YEE E XIE E
case

anygraph
with a multiple edge

0

odd case CD E

anygraph m a loop 0

for either notionExercise FIX of orientation

To get d O need to know how to induce
an orientation on Ge given our

orientation on G



I An ordering ofedges on G induces
an ordering on the edges of Ge
giving CG or Ge F

Then d Gor Ei CDi Geo or
G not
aloop

Aa equivalent description

choose a representative of or on G
with e the first edge let Jr be
the induced ordering of Ge
Ren

dCG or E Ge ont
e not a
loop

G This works for tee orientation G as well

Given e e G orient Coe by
choose rep oforientation we 5



youuu do this since 6 has 73 edges
orientation of en Ge is given by
The new vertex is labeled 1
The other vertices hae labels
reduced by 1 Edges retain their
arrows

Then DIG or e E Ge or
e not a
lo d p

Leena d 0 for either ofthese
definitions

Exercise for orientation G

Some observations

If G has no univalent vertices
then vertices in Ge have
valence 3 vertices in G

G connected Ge connected



X G X Ge r e

in particular
G convected TIG Ti Ge
is a free group of rank I XG

Bfm G to be admissible if connected and all
verticesatleasttrivalent

Exercise t onlyfm.my learneded graphs in Xel n
all vertices atleast trivalent

A sobeplexofC gen byadmissiblegraphs
u

then A nA eachA is finite dimensional

Kontsevich's motivation for studying
graph complexes came from

physics specifically deformation
quantization



Digression Deformation quantization

IU classical mechanics study tie phasespace M

of a system Cpts have position ad velocitycords
M is a symplectic nearifold
Talaeded an favelas on M legenergy
aka theHamiltonian of asystem7

The algebra C LM of smooth functionsM IR is a commutative algebrawith unit face 1
It has more structure Poisson
bracket

g f g goftp 8ogi dffgid8opisatisfies

figs 3g83 anti symmetry

and EfEgh33 t EhEfg337cgEh f33 0

Jacobi
ie it is a Lie algebra
and DE Ef 3 is a derivation

Dflg b Dflg h t g Defth



ie Ef gh3 9fg h t E g fh3

This structure is used to understand
the geometry J M

In quantummechanics M is replacedby
a Hilbert spaceH
functions on M by operators on It
The algebraofoperators is no longercommutanie

Newtheless wantto imitate all tee
structure on M do non canautolve

geometry

To quantize
Replace A ECM by AktD ringoffund

power series in A

Defoe a new na commutator butstill associate
and unital product an Acth s t



f g fg t 0th
and bracket Efg 7 f g g f s t

f g fg3 to AD

plus interact.my derivations

Kontsevich used graph complexes
and Feynman integrals
to do this

Endofdigression possibly more

later in the course

Takeaway want to define some

sort of non commutative

analogs of the lie algebra given

by Poisson bracket



Kontsevich defines 3 flavors of a dim'dLie algebras commutative Ca
associate a Lie to
Each is a limit of algebras on an.lu
To define h n on Cen or da
youneed
a symplectic vector space Vn

2h real dims
thecyclic opera d Comm

Ass or Lie

but you can do it for any
cyclic opera d



Comm Ass Lie operrads
An operad tries to capture te essence of sore

algebraic structure without specifying
an algebraic object that has thatstructure think of smile on Cheshire cat

Think ofanoprad as a setof
black boxes Pk that take k ordered

inputs and generates
frprodaayaffftaeputtyqfi.io

but don'tspecify the nature ofthe inputs and output
I will illustrate byexamplethe Associative opera d
What is associatively You have sae operation
9 b m a b ar a ut s

satisfyy
Ca b C a Cb c



There is an operad devout s t if youinput g
Ct 3

he result is a b e it doesn'tmatter

But if you put b s 1 youmight get
a

a 12 different answer
c 3

what's inside the black box
Can represent a D 3 by atree To

aas

Then l 2 3 I can

Theygivethe same answer
which we can representby 5.0

The order ofthe inputsmatters but not the specific
tree structure

There are 3 possible outcomes

53 acts in te inputs so cute possideapa



If you input more elements here
are more ways to associate

them

eg
o 0 all te sure

i to

2

Sn acts arte possibilities F n possinle atones

There's a composition oi plug output of one
association into the ith input of another

eye 1
o l

xa
H



The operad Ass has one generator for each
ettof Sa which we ideas 0

Here's a moreformal definition ofoperand

Oprah sets Pn new each y actin fsuand an positron rules

Plex Pi X xPike Put Tik
O Q Oa Oo Ol 0k

in a unit LEP satisfying

unit Ooh D 100 O

associativity 00190 Q Oil Oil 02 0k 4
Oo O r coat 0 Ows Qui Out Q Okis kid

easy to understand but complicated to write
down

equivalence E o O OoCQ_OaHtttteSqs.jeSij0oIOps.g.a On.sn lOoCQ OnD Gsnl
C think of trees



In Ass the action of Sn extends to
an action ofSnit

0151

i c jND

A cyclic operad is the result of
extending the action of Sn on Pn to
an action of Snu on Pn for all n
E any input slot can also serve as

the output slot so we call it
Canalutativity openad

an i10 slot

Add commutativity to associativity
There's only one picture for each kod

on

the output doesn't depend on te
ar dengg te inputs there is nocyclic ardency g te edges arounda vertex


